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Abstract 

The attention paid to the second economy during the last decade and a half before the 
end of the former socialist system in Hungary, in the transition period toward market type 
of economy has given a way to the interest on the hidden economy. This latter has had a 
vigorous expansion. 

This paper analyses the extent and the role of the hidden economic aetivities stress
ing their functional role and the economic survival of small businesses. It reviews different 
means in which questions and dilemmas are put, judgements articulated, corresponding 
to different interests, as to those of the administration and economy policy, to those of 
economic and social interpretations. 

Is the hidden economy to be prohibited and participants penalised, or should it be 
tolerated as a regular sub economy with all its costs and fruits? Is the Hungarian new 
economic pattern a dichotomous one? 

Keywords: hidden economy, informal economy, savage capitalism, second economy, small 
business survival, transition toward market economy. 

1. What is the Matter? 

The sphere of the analysed economic activities may be referred to the black 
economy, underground economy, unofficial economy or informal economy. 
It is generally considered as 

not or insufficiently accounted in the national production. There are 
no satisfactory statistical data either about the value of goods pro
duced, services performed, or about the number of people employed. 
It is difficult to estimate these values due to the lack of reporting; 
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neither the processes nor the redistribution of incomes can be con
trolled or organized institutionally; 
it is impossible for the government to tax these activities in t.he usual 
\vay arld to the legal extent. 

This paper will not extend to the entue so-called informal economy 
just to the activities and incomes -'Nhich legally should be submitted to reg
istration and taxation. These businesses avoid any control or tax payment. 
The author has opted the term of hidden economy. At the same time it 
has to be mentioned that in Hungary analyses did not yet gather together 
information to consider the "",rider field of hidden activities, incomes and 
social relationships either as an informal economy or sub economy, unlike 
some approaches of the international literature [4, 5, 18]. 

The vigorous expansion of the hidden economy has resulted in serious 
problems to the government and economy policy makers. It poses a great 
number of question and dilemmas to economic and social interpretations. 
The difficulty in gathering and accounting for data and information in the 
rapidly changing Hungarian economy in the last four years has created 
many problems in controlling and regulating the economy. The difficulty 
is not only in the field of the hidden economy but in the official economy, 
too. 

The main changes can be summarized as 
an intensive marketization which has a tendency to overlap and re
place the central planning and controlling; 
an extremely rapid development and growth of the sector at 
cost of the reduction in the public sector. This is the result of a 
numerous new start-up of private and small businesses 
and the privatization of the former state o\7v-ned firnls, \vhile the share 
of the foreign pI'oprletorshlp 
an and 

increased greatly; 
econornic that 

the continuous fall of the GDP and those of the m:O'Qllctl{)n of aln10st 
each of its sectors. This is accompanied by a persistent inflation 
rate and unemployment rate and a grovving deficit of the gC)V(=rllIJJ.ent 
budget. International debts have maintained on the same level in the 
short range or have continued to 
an expanding differentiation of the incomes and the personal 
consumption, with a sizeable polarization in favour of a smaller up
per dass, an increasing impoverished social strata and shrinking the 
middle dass as well. 
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Numerous large state-owned firms as well as co-operatives have col
lapsed, failed, split or privatized. Many employees have been laid orr or 
put on the early retired list. The average pensions, unemployment bene
fits and the average net wages do not provide a standard of living on or 
above the poverty level. The growing number of started ventures 
and small business has hidden the share of unsuccessful, failed and close to 
bankruptcy ones. 

If it is true one cannot uLLLULUL"5 of a secret. How 1il1nga.ry , 
nas 

managed to survive? Is there a new The answer may 
be the hidden economy. 

its nature as mentioned the central qtteEltl,on about the hidden 
economy is how to account for them. is not that statistical 
and administrative concerns -vr;ould be one of the main in our 
discussion. 

The recent preoccupations aiming to to control and tax the 
entire economy involving the hidden economy concerns 
among which leading ones can be formulated as following: 

the 'pure' statistical (methodological) concern. The need to develop 
adequate methods of data collection and estimation for the hidden 
economy; 
the need of accurate information to establish macroeconomic policy; 
the concerns of the microeconomic actors (enterprises). The need of 
accurate information to set up business plan and strategies; 
information is required by international organizations and firms for 
the promotion of "trade with and foreign investments in Hungary; 
the aspects of the administrative and financial control of the govern
ment. The largest concern in this area is taxation due to the increased 
government spending. 

As it is known a considerable strength of the late years former cen
trally planned economy was the accurate organizating and gathering of 
statistical data. The restricted number of economic actors as well as the 
obligation to report data could result a fairly accurate accounting. Al
though data sometimes was distorted for various reasons to hide or report 
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higher returns than the actual ones. Some amounts of benefits and incomes 
used to be hidden due to the threat of their overconcentration by the gov
ernment. The reporting of exaggerated profits used to be employed in order 
to be considered as a rentable enterprise and granted by more of centrally 
allocated resources, as a public interest to them. Sometimes reasoning was 
the opposite to the above mentioned cases. 

In the period of transition data collection and treatments have to re
established. Actual pragmatic considerations have encouraged and assisted 
investigations how to find appropriate methods to collect accurate economic 
data. How to estimate the amount of the production and incomes of the 
hidden economy. For instance, the Blue Ribbon Report [2] outlines the 
interests of international organisations (U.N .0., E. U., World Bank, EBRD) 
those of the actual and potential foreign investors, and those of the national 
administration (Central Office of Statistics, Office of Taxes and Financial 
Control). 

Need of the administrative control has also stimulated the creation 
of organisations or departments inside of organisations v'lith the authority 
to control and penalize all possible violation in hiding or income, employ
ment, black market trade, avoiding or paying tax on incomes, VAT, social 
insurance and those of customs tariffs, etc. A great number of decrees has 
been introduced to draw all the economic sphere into a new market-type of 
economic organisation and control. So, that one cannot help but evaluate 
costs and expected performances as well as a new type of controlled 
economy and society. 

Due to the lack of one opts for the estimations of data. 
Different estimations are available viith a variation of n;~ures and shares 
calculated by different organisations and methods. One of the recent ones 

Ribbon [2]) and shows the extent of the hidden economy as 
follows. 

The PI'Ol)OrtlOTL hidden econOil1Y in 

Yea:s 
1980 198,5 1989 1990 1991 1992 

rn1"')nrhnn calcula tecl OD act :j<11 
market price (per cent) 12 1:3 
Proportion calculated on comparati\'e 
price (per cent) 10 14 16 23 :27 

Source: [2] 
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As there have been several estimations concerning the share of the 
hidden economy in the GDP we would like to cite also the highest one which 
is calculated on the base of a monetary model! [15] and which presents 
the following share of the 'illegal' (not reported) economic activities: they 
reached 13 per cent in the GDP in 1973, 18 per cent in 1987, 26 per cent 
in 1988, 31 per cent in 1989 and 34 per cent in 1990. 

If the production of the hidden economy is accurately factored in to 
the indices of the economy it is not surprising that the actual and its 
dynamics will be different than the officiaL 

U()rI'ecticm,'11 data to the official of the 

'treaTS GDP 
official corrected 

1990 
1991 
1992 
Total 

Source: [2j 

-3.5 
-11.9 
-4.5 

-19.0 

-3.0 
-10.0 
-3.5 

-15 - 16 

The amount of the not assessed taxes has been estimated between 
22 and 23 per cent of those actually collected in 1993 [26]. The share 
of officially unemployed people employed in the hidden economy but not 
reported is estimated between 20 and 30 per cent [3]. 

3, Is There any Inllp,a(:t of the Former Second .E(:OJ!:lo,my in 
Free 1!ilJ.t~~I1p!r:[§E!'S Pattern? 

The development of the private sector can be presented by statistics and 
from the aspect of the role it plays in economic and social modernization. 

Sociological analyses attempt to find the origin of the new entrepre
neurs in the former second economy and to examine their development 
from the aspects as follows: 

whether the experiences gathered in the second economy will justify 
expectations of a better performance in the field of entrepreneur's 
behaviour in the market-type economy; 

1 This estimation considers the demand of money of the households in circumstances 
of an underdeveloped banking system, when the most of monetary transactions have been 
realized in cash. 
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whether the development of the private the free enterprise and 
the market mechanism will justify the expectations of the birth and 
growth of a modern political establishment, based on the aspirations 
of a wide middle class in a civil society of individual interests. 

The second economy is defined as the world of all individual activities 
(enterprises) outside, against, parallel or inside of the centrally organized 
first economy. This has become sizeable from the late 1970's of the former 
socialist system in Hungary [1, 9]. 

These activities used to be considered mainly as functional ones, either 
tolerated or integrated in a peculiar Hungarian pattern of the centrally 
planned economy. The government has liberalised the conditions under 
which small private or co-operative businesses could be established. Many 
shops and small services vvere leased to their managers. 

Their main functions can be summarized as follows [24]: 
offered goods and services which could not be provided by the 

socialist sectors in the required quantity and choice owing to the lack 
of capacity or other means (see the concept of shortage, [13]); 
They used to mobilize so-called 'frozen' resources such as individual 
sa.vings, free manpOVler in the plots of land not cultivated 
before, etc.; 
They supplementary incomes for the social reproduction of 
labour force. (The incomes acquired in the socialist sectors, together 
with social benefits, did not cover the norm&. living expense). For 
instance, a fiat or even and n-laintaining the con

of ceI'tain cars or 
CO""ilered 

sphere; 
}~ higher tb.an the 
activities and IIlcomes 
cOlnbination 

incomes earned In the 

to the first econ_omy~ due to the individual 
Certain individual needs of as 

could not be 
" , ' nTS\,; economiC 

and self actu-
alization, were also realised turc,ul?;U efforts in '0he second economy. 

'T'ne impressive development of the sector the last four 
years is attributed to the and TI1ainly the nevy- start ups of 
individual businesses. The resuits are presented by follo-w'ing data: 
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Year Nllrnr)pr of companies 
with legal status 

--------
1988~ 

1991 
1992 December*~ 
1993 December*~ 
1994 .lcU1ua,rv··· 

Source: " [23] 

10811 
52694 
69386 
85638 
87060 

Individual 
en terp rises 

196578 
521417 
606207 
688843 
692678 
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The Blue Ribbon EU;PClH [2J pres,,,niGs the shares of different oy;,Tn,ors~hlp 
in the officia.l GDP: 

Years 
1980 1985 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Public (forn1er state owned) 90 85 80 76 70 S6 
Private (national) ownership 10 15 20 23 27 36 
Ownership of 0 0 Cl '} 

'" 8 

'Total: lOO 100 lOO lOO 100 lOO 

The modified data taking in consideration the production and incomes 
of the hidden economy by estimation will be: 

Ownership by percentage Years 
1980 198.5 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Public (former state owned) 83 79 74 70 63 SO 
Private (national) ownership 17 21 26 29 34 42 
Ownership of fcreigners 0 0 0 3 8 

Total 100 lOO 100 lOO 100 100 

Beside of this impressive data some analyses need to call attention to 
the spreading of a mentality, of the so-called savage capitalism [8] in the 
world of entrepreneurs that manifests in a fairly serious deterioration of 
economics morals, and business ethics. 

A significant number of the economic actors do not abstain from 
avoiding legal tax paying and 'black' employment which can be consid
ered as a general mentality. Economic abuses and frauds extend from the 
latter ones through briberies in the bureaucratic world, financial schemes 
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in banking, insurance, Stock market and customs spheres up to Mafia types 
of crimes, including counterfeiting and the illegal trade of drugs. 

These actors abuse not only each other, but government, consumers, 
too [20j. Uncontrollable low quality of merchandises without accounting 
and guarantee, abusive advertisements, adulterated drinks and tourists left 
abroad without lodging and return tickets for transportation - are every
day examples. 

One would justify, while others would argue against the inheritance 
of the former second economy. 

It is no doubt, in the period of the marketization the former sec
ond economy made way for the hidden economy in the field of its many 
functions, however, there are essential differences. 

In Hungary the second economy, the main areas used to belong to 
the legal or tolerated sphere, but the total hidden economic activities are 
considered as illegal ones and just a small share of them is tolerable, and 
at most temporary (for instance the grey markets). 

The wide participation of the population is a very similar feature of 
both. They give the opportunity to satisfy some basic needs. They both 
contribute to the national production in a significant manner. However, 
the second economy gave opportunity of earning more and consuming more 
through v'1orking more, performing overtimes. The hidden activities mean 
hard working also in many cases, but they will provide higher incomes and 
consumption by avoiding taxpayment. This latter is obviously connected 
with the general taxation laws introduced in 1988. 

Both of those sectors involve more onerous activities for the mem
bers of lower social strata and more profitable ones for the members of 
the higher strata - while they have protected the lower strata from the 
impoverishment. At the same time have contributed to the of 
inequalities, and to the polarization [1]. 

The pa,rticipcLtion an lITJlp()rt,arlt role in 
llCAHJ1C adlaJ)t,1tlon to market CO.ndltl.oIJlS and in the field 

of the education of entrepreneurs. 
At the same time SpOI1LtaneoDls reactions and even conscious beha

by illegal acts and businesses. This is vlours have errleI'ged to 
due to the more rapid and changes than exoe:ctea and to 

the vast disappointment of the economic deterioration. significant 
of the hidden economic activities or furthermore the pb"DLornena of 'savage 
capitalism' provide examples of this. 
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Expectations remain to be proved right in the future about the de
velopment of a wide and stable middle class on the base of the private 
proprietorship and the free enterprise which originated in the second econ
omy, e. g. its conscious need and vocation to create a modern civil society, 
an appropriate democratic political establishment [14-16]. 

It is probably persuasive to cite just one of its most eminent theoreti
cians: 

'This bourgeois the 
stratum of both and inured in the la1boratory of the second 
economy ... IS the one which could direct 
de:vE,loprnent on the democratic 

. 'But in the of the the last 
months it may seem that this is the internal affairs of 
. ./. 11' ./.' • -le> '>j lllve._lgenLSla. . .. ' ~:., 

4, The Survival Qf Small Businesses or the Small 

\i\1ithin the extremely extended area of the hidden economic activities those 
of the small businesses deserve special attention. 

The development of both of them (e. g. hidden economy and small 
business) presents the most significant phenomena in Hungary, as it was 
ShOVlll by statistics concerning their number and importance, respectively. 

At the same time they are closely connected v1ith each other. There is 
a large economic segment in which their interaction can be considered as a 
relevant fact for evaluating the hidden economy as the sphere of surviving 
preoccupations. 

Even the 'forced character' of small individual businesses can be also 
diagnosed. It is proved by the follovving data. 

The number of nearly 700 thousand individual enterprises is higher 
than a sixth of the number of households in 1993 [19, 23J. In 1993 the 
number of individual entrepreneurs relative to (every) 100 thousand people 
of the population equalled 7754, while, for instance this relative number 
was not more than 3380 in the German Federal Republic in 1987 [21]. 

The 44 per cent of individual entrepreneurs perform their activity as 
a primary activity, 43 per cent as a supplementary activity to their main 
job and 13 per cent of are in pensioner status. 
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The importance of the hidden economy can be more relevant by citing 
further statistical data about the 'official' economy, e. g. the number of the 
registered econoII1ic organisations/institutions. 

These latter ones reached the amount of 932.655, the share of the 
individual entrepreneurs equalled nearly three quarters (Calculation on 
the base of data from [23]), while the number of the population equalled 
10.3 million. There is one registered economic organisation relative to every 
10 citizens. 

Furthermore, the hidden economic activities (false reporting of pro
ductions, incomes, employment the flourishing of black and grey markets 
of commodities and labour force, etc.) have become an everyday preoccu
pation, an individual conscious or unconscious private business for a fairly 
vast population without formal enterprise, sustained by a simple instinct 
of surviving or' making living. 

From this consideration a more general concept of the small business 
in a transitional economy like means all individual informal eco
nomic practices which serve to earn or economise money, to consume or 
save more, to turn to profit any resources and opportunities even just like 
information, relationship, complicity are necessary for survival. 

The periods of economic recessions usually produce spontaneous re
actions in order to survive as in the world of households and sphere of 
businesses [11, 24]. In the recession has been ensued as a 
distressing and pcunLiull experience due to the decreasing social security and 
to t:he e:;{aggerated about the rapid beneficial results of the 
free market mechanism. 

A common citizen cannot to be exi;relneJ.y 
about the continuous and 

real In<:OInes; the unusual high inflation 
sa,vl.nl~s, too; the unusual gI'OIi\1ing comes 

Qc:cI'e2lS1nE' share of social benefits and 

that 

his 
the 

in front of the increased centralization of incomes in the gC)V(~rJ:lIJ:lent 

Some data for illustration: 
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Indices 

Real income development (per cent) 
Unemployment rate (per cent) 
Deficit of the government budget as 
per cent of the GDP 

Source: [10] p. 10. 

-3.7 
1.9 

0.05 

1991 

-8.0 
7 .. 5 

2.03 
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1992 1993 

-lA cca. -1 
12.3 12.1 

6.2 6.3 

The exaggerated taxation of any mcomes usually 
about the mentality to hide incomes as in households as in small busi-

nesses and pr!t.r'cT\M;:P·" In 
incomes into the reaches 
often 80 per cent, but even sometimes 92 per cent [7-8]. 

The taxation rates on incomes are usually defined dE:p,,,ndlng on the 
expenditures. includes the increasing bureaucratic and 

prestige type of expenditures, as well as costs of the democratic political 
establishment that let a decreasing share to social security type of expen
ditures. 

The burden of the taxation has been heavily set on the wages and 
salaries gained in the official sectors, which are easily controllable ones. Its 
impact on economic mentalities often manifests in wide spread intentions 
of firms to increase the shares of untaxed services to employees. These are 
mainly in the worid of business servi.ces and administration (contributions 
to transport fees of employees, reimbursements of everyday lunches or costs 
of formal dresses, special insurance effected to managers, official use of 
company cars, ... ) etc.) [7-8, 21J. companies are seeking to. find 
peculiar compensation to employees in forms of company shares and stocks. 

The taxation and financial administration is developing strategies and 
legislation from one year to the other in order to control these kinds of 
mentalities and to collect all of the legal and possible taxes on personal 
Incomes. 

Administration requirements about any kind of enterprise (keeping 
accounts, reporting monthly or quarterly to the Office of Taxes and Finan
cial Control, as well as to Direction of Social Security, regular payment to 
the latters even in the case when there were not any returns during months, 
the need of following with attention frequent changes in regulation . .. ) 
constitute other types of barriers mainly to small entrepreneurs. They of
ten have not enough profit to pay an accountant and they are not able 
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to do it themselves, so they often choose not to register their business. A 
very important share of illegal businesses has been realized as casual work, 
subcontracts or moonlighting. 

5. Is the Transition to Market Economy Able to be Directed? 

As it has been analysed, the different forms of the hidden economic activ
ities can be categorized on the one hand as activities which offend both 
the administrative and financial interests of the government, those of its 
budget policy and the general interest of the population and the business 
ethics due-to unequal conditions in the field of taxation, earning ofincomes, 
competition. The main item in this category consists of practices to deny 
or not report totally or partly some businesses, incomes, and employment 
. .. The aim is sometimes to be granted unlawfully by subventions, social 
incomes, unemployment benefits, other several benefits, ... special loans 
... On the other hand there are legally prosecuted crime type activities -
that have also developed in the period of transition - but this paper does 
not extend to their analyses. 

With a special attention to the first ones, opinions about a more 
tolerated and sophisticated attitude of the government and economic policy 
makers should be accepi;eci. ... ~n iTIlnortanr population the 
business (mainly small business) world have been involved in. Actual basic 
and temporary economic difficulties have constituted a great of their 
reasons. Actual difficuities in and burdens of the 
ta..xation have stimulated their ernergence. The qLle~;·t!on IS should 
a ta,xation be built to encourage ne"t7{ business GE;V'';i()pmen.t rather 
than di;3C()UJ~ali~e 

eX-

teIld~ed hidden eCOliomy. It has be-
actors and 1,;Tlith aI=)prOpI'late 

thrc'Ul~h actual economic and administrative cir-
well as 

" . IOfmer secono. economy~. 
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Its contribution to the national production and income generation is 
significant, while not accurately accounted in the GDP. It plays a comple-
mentary role to the 'official' economy_ . 

So the question may be put whether it may be considered as 'regular' 
subeconomy in the Hungarian transition to a modern market economy_ 

The further question concerns its future in the expected development 
of the market economy. it will be drawn into the official structure 
or remam a There are about this kind of di-
chotomous structures 
countries) . 
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